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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Supreme Court recently revived its jurisprudence of “leveling down,” that is, curing an equal protection violation of gender discrimination by denying the requested benefit to all rather than extending the benefit to the excluded class. This article challenges the continuation of the conventional acceptance of leveling down as an equally legitimate remedial option for gender discrimination. Instead, it argues for the adoption of an alternative remedial calculus of a strong presumption of leveling up remedies, overcome only by limited equitable considerations. Such a presumption better effectuates the substantive right of gender equality, as well as the correlative due process right to a meaningful remedy.
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INTRODUCTION

The Supreme Court resurrected its “leveling down” jurisprudence in 2017 when it remedied an equal protection violation of gender discrimination by denying, rather than extending, the requested benefit.† Previously,

---

* Seiberling Chair of Constitutional Law and Director of the Center for Constitutional Law, The University of Akron School of Law.
the Court had condoned this approach of nullifying the benefit for everyone in only a few cases, all over thirty years old; but, with its decision in Sessions v. Morales-Santana, the Court brought new life and currency to this anomalous circumscription of equality law. In Morales-Santana, a six-Ju-
tice majority of the Supreme Court led by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and joined by Chief Justice Roberts and Justices Kennedy, Breyer, Sotomayor, and Kagan struck down a gender-based distinction in the federal derivative citizenship law in the Immigration and Nationality Act (“INA”) granting citizenship to children born abroad to one U.S. parent. The statute had two different standards for determining derivative citizenship for children born abroad to unwed citizen mothers and fathers. It seemed to be an easy case of invalidating facially unequal rules based on gender: one year prior U.S. residence was required for unwed mothers, but five years prior residence was required for unwed fathers. However, the Court refused to grant the plaintiff-father the same benefit of the shorter time frame allotted to mothers. It instead equalized the gendered rules by denying the previous benefit of the shorter one-year residency requirement to mothers.

While Justice Ginsburg’s decision in Morales-Santana purported to be a strong, historic decision on the merits of equality, the denial of meaningful relief actually weakened the meaning of equality, a consequence with a reach far beyond the contours of this one case.

This “leveling down” of the remedy—responding to inequality by reducing benefits to all rather than leveling up and extending benefits to the disadvantaged group—is unusual, but not unheard of. It has been judicially endorsed in a few cases, in both dicta and dissent and in instances where courts have ratified the voluntary actions of defendants. In one case, the city

---


3 Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. at 1701.

4 Id. at 1686.

5 Id.

6 Id. While the law in effect at the time respondent Morales-Santana was born required his father to have been present in the United States for a period of time totaling ten years prior to his birth, and at least five years after the age of fourteen, at the time of the lawsuit, the challenged law only required unwed fathers to have been present in the United States for five years prior to their child’s birth, and at least two years after the age of fourteen. See 8 U.S.C. § 1401(7) (1958); 8 U.S.C. § 1409(a) (1958); 8 U.S.C. § 1401(g) (2012); 8 U.S.C. § 1409(a) (2012).

7 Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. at 1701.


of Jackson, Mississippi, remedied the inequality caused by its racially segregated swimming pools by closing down all pools.\(^\text{10}\) In another, Congress legislated to redress a disparity in the Social Security law that gave extra benefits to married women, by reducing the women’s benefits to the lower level previously applicable to married men.\(^\text{11}\) In yet another example, a high school found to have discriminated on the basis of sex against a pregnant teen by denying her membership in the school’s National Honor Society eliminated the honor society for all students.\(^\text{12}\) More recently, the British Broadcasting Company (“BBC”) responded to media investigations revealing that the company’s women editors were paid substantially less than men editors by reducing the men’s pay.\(^\text{13}\) For the BBC, like other discriminatory actors, leveling down offered a quick and easy way to erase the inequality problem. Wrongdoers seem to choose this reductionist remedial option almost in defiance, refusing to grant a benefit to a party with the audacity to challenge inequality.

The Court in \textit{Morales-Santana} similarly chose the leveling down remedy, asserting that it needed to defer to the wrongdoer, Congress, in the choice of remedy for the gender discrimination.\(^\text{14}\) This is ironic given that the Court, in this same case, explicitly refused to grant deference to Congress in the merits part of the decision.\(^\text{15}\) Departing from its previous decisions upholding gender distinctions for unwed citizen parents in the immigration and citizenship laws, the Court forcefully applied constitutional norms of equality to a different end.\(^\text{16}\) Yet, in the same breath, the Court espoused the importance of deference to the wrongdoer, Congress, in its choice of remedy, even though Congress had not actually demonstrated its intent by word or action.\(^\text{17}\)

This standard of deference to the discriminator, Congress, however, asks the wrong question, for it assumes that leveling down is an equally valid remedial option for curing inequality. The Court erred by failing to question the constitutional legitimacy of this nullification in light of the constitutional mandates of due process and equal protection. Had the Court engaged in an analysis of the remedy as thoroughly as it did of the right, it

\(^{10}\) Palmer v. Thompson, 403 U.S. 217, 219 (1971).

\(^{11}\) \textit{Heckler}, 465 U.S. at 734.

\(^{12}\) Cazares v. Barber, 959 F.2d 753, 755 (9th Cir. 1992).


\(^{17}\) See Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. at 1699–1700.
might have discovered that more was demanded than mere neutral formality and equivalency of benefit across the board.\textsuperscript{18} Equality itself, as a constitutional right, dictates more than just empty formalism.\textsuperscript{19} And due process, I have argued, requires that rights be granted meaningful remedies.\textsuperscript{20} Together, this means that where the operative substantive right is based on equal protection, as in \textit{Morales-Santana}, a meaningful remedy is one that grants the “protection” promised. Equal protection does not merely mandate a logical parallelism of genders, but normatively incorporates “equal concern,” opportunity, and benefit.\textsuperscript{21} Examining the leveling down remedy in light of the requirements of equal protection, beyond the textualist inquiry of \textit{Morales-Santana}, produces a different conclusion than the one reached by the Court. Asking the additional question of whether the plaintiff has received a meaningful remedy for the past inequality casts doubt on the validity of leveling down relief for gender discrimination.

This Article first examines the Court’s decision in \textit{Morales-Santana} and its justification for choosing the “mean remedy” of leveling down and denying a citizenship benefit to both children born abroad to unwed citizen mothers and to those born abroad to unwed citizen fathers. Part II then explores the Court’s general, but unexplained, impression that leveling up is ordinarily the proper remedial course. It provides a normative foundation for this remedial presumption grounded in the meaning of equal protection and in the due process right to a meaningful remedy. Given these constitutional norms, the Article then argues that the remedial calculus should be changed. Rather than accepting the Court’s assumption, renewed in \textit{Morales-Santana}, that leveling down and leveling up are equally valid remedial choices, it argues for a strong presumption of leveling up in cases of gender discrimination, subject only to limited exceptions for rebuttal. Part III of the Article explains that these exceptions permitting leveling down should be rare and justified only by equitable concerns that the leveling up itself would inflict

\textsuperscript{18} See Evan H. Camiker, Note, A Norm-Based Remedial Model for Underinclusive Statutes, 95 YALE L.J. 1185, 1202–03 (1986) (arguing that courts should choose the constitutional remedy that “best promotes” constitutional norms); Eric S. Fish, Choosing Constitutional Remedies, 63 UCLA L. REV. 322, 327 (2016) (discussing Camiker’s approach).

\textsuperscript{19} See Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8, at 523–24; Camiker, supra note 18, at 1196–98.


an undue burden on the defendant or third parties. Such a deferential rule to the plaintiff’s rights better effectuates the meaning of equal protection and protects against judicial and voluntary action that, by the remedial formalism of leveling down, could eviscerate the very meaning of equality.

I. The Mean Remedy

The Court’s nullification remedy in *Morales-Santana* has been dubbed “the mean remedy.” It has been declared “mean” because it is downright not nice to the plaintiff, and, in fact, makes everyone involved worse off. Indeed, “[t]here is not a single human being whose life will be made better because of this opinion.” The plaintiff received nothing, despite having proven a constitutional violation of equal protection. It was “an empty victory for the individual who came to the Court seeking justice and recognition.” Moreover, third parties to the action, children of unwed mothers, will be made worse off in the future by having their previous derivative citizenship benefit stripped by the Court. Legal commentators have characterized the dark contours of this leveling down decision, noting its “remedial grief” and “element of schadenfreude.” Thus, the remedial decision in *Morales-Santana* has been flagged as a “contender for the worst thing Justice Ginsburg has ever written for the Court.”

There is certainly a question as to why Justice Ginsburg would decide on a mean remedy, especially one that jeopardizes the impact of her equal protection decision itself. Ginsburg seemed to be satisfied that her opinion eradicated gender stereotypes generally and stopped the government from legislating in a gendered way in the future. It is enough, she held, that “the Government must ensure that the laws in question are administered in a

---

manner free from gender-based discrimination.”

When concurring Justices Thomas and Alito emphasized the lack of an appropriate individualized remedy as a reason why the Court should not have considered the merits of the case, Ginsburg brought them back to the structural impact of the decision: “‘[A]s we have repeatedly emphasized, discrimination itself . . . perpetuates [es] ‘archaic and stereotypic notions’ incompatible with the equal treatment guaranteed by the Constitution.”

Thus, Ginsburg was content to have remedied the structural effect of the law by constraining the government and was less concerned with providing the individualized remedy that is usually the hallmark of effective relief.

“Ruth Ginsburg,” legal reporter Linda Greenhouse reminds us, “has always played a long game, with the ultimate goal, equality of the sexes, constantly in view. As this case turned out, the price for equality was high.”

A. On the Merits

The Court’s mean remedial decision comes as a surprise in part because it follows a progressive decision on gender equality. In the merits part of the decision, the Court forcefully declared that the “gender line Congress drew” in the law of derivative citizenship for a child born abroad to one unwed American parent discriminated on the basis of gender in violation of the equal protection guarantees of the Fifth Amendment.

The federal derivative citizenship law required an unwed citizen-father to have ten years (subsequently changed to five years) physical presence in the United States prior to the child’s birth in order to pass citizenship to his child born abroad. However, it created an exemption for unwed citizen-mothers requiring only one year of physical presence. Married parents, both mothers and fathers, have to follow the longer five-year rule.

---

30 Id. at 1698 n.21 (quoting Heckler v. Mathews, 465 U.S. 728, 739 (1984)).
31 See id. at 1686 (holding that “the laws in question are administered in a manner free from gender-based discrimination” but refusing to grant Morales-Santana the individual citizenship status he sought).
33 Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. at 1686. Justice Ginsburg noted that it was the equal protection guarantee of the Fifth Amendment, not the Fourteenth Amendment, that applied to this action by the federal, rather than a state, government. Id. at 1686 n.1.
34 See 8 U.S.C. § 1401(7) (1958); 8 U.S.C. § 1409(a) (1958); 8 U.S.C. § 1401(g) (2012); 8 U.S.C. § 1409(a) (2012). The ten-year rule was the law in effect when Morales-Santana was born and thus was applicable to his case. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. at 1687 n.2.
The plaintiff, Luis Morales-Santana, missed citizenship by a matter of days.\textsuperscript{37} He was born in the Dominican Republic in 1962 to an unmarried American father and a Dominican mother.\textsuperscript{38} His father left Puerto Rico, possessing American citizenship, for work in the Dominican Republic twenty days shy of satisfying the ten-year presence rule.\textsuperscript{39} His parents married in 1970, about eight years after his birth, and the family moved to the United States in 1975 when he was thirteen.\textsuperscript{40} In 1995, Morales-Santana was convicted of burglary, robbery, criminal possession of a weapon, and attempted murder, but subsequently contested his deportability on grounds of his citizenship as the son of an American citizen.\textsuperscript{41}

The statutory provision in Morales-Santana was part of a broader citizenship statute that is “complex and messy” and “contains multiple sections that differentiate between unmarried mothers and unmarried fathers.”\textsuperscript{42} As to the particular provision challenged, Justice Ginsburg noted that “[h]istory reveals what lurks behind” Section 1409’s gendered distinctions: “assumptions” that “[i]n marriage, husband is dominant, wife subordinate; [and] unwed mother is the natural and sole guardian of a nonmarital child.”\textsuperscript{43} These legal and social norms guided the evolution of the gender-differentiated citizenship statute over the years. Initially and until 1940, the law transmitted citizenship to the child of a married citizen father born abroad if the father resided in the United States for any period of time prior to the birth.\textsuperscript{44} This citizenship law followed the “patrilineal norms that had long characterized domestic relations law,” recognizing the father as master of the house, wife, and children, and thus applied only to married men.\textsuperscript{45} Under the common law of “coverture,” a married woman lost all legal rights, including those of parentage, upon marriage when her legal identity was incorporated or subsumed into that of the husband.\textsuperscript{46} However, in 1934, upon active campaigning by feminists, Congress extended the citizenship law to citizen mothers, applying the then-existing law requiring only some residence in the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{37} Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. at 1686.
\item \textsuperscript{38} Id. at 1687–88.
\item \textsuperscript{39} Id. at 1687.
\item \textsuperscript{40} Id. at 1688.
\item \textsuperscript{41} See Brief for the Petitioner at 7, Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678 (2017) (No. 15-1191).
\item \textsuperscript{42} Collins, Equality, supra note 15, at 172.
\item \textsuperscript{43} Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. at 1690–91.
\item \textsuperscript{44} See Act of March 26, 1790, ch. 3, 1 Stat. 103 (1790); Rogers v. Bellei, 401 U.S. 815, 823–25 (1971) (discussing the Act of March 26, 1790 and the Nationality Act of 1940).
\item \textsuperscript{45} Collins, Equality, supra note 15, at 178.
\item \textsuperscript{46} 1 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Law of England 430 (1765); see Feminist Legal History: Essays on Women and Law 3 (Tracy A. Thomas & Tracey Jean Boisseau, eds., 2011); see also Tracy A. Thomas, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and the Feminist Foundations of Family Law 40 (2016) (discussing the history and legal implications of coverture).
\end{itemize}
U.S. prior to the child’s birth. These early citizenship statutes were silent as to children of unmarried parents, but, “at least since 1912,” State Department administrators applied the law to unwed mothers, because under domestic relations law an unwed mother is the sole legal guardian with legal rights to an illegitimate child.

In 1940, Congress, concerned about opening the floodgates of citizenship to disfavored groups, namely those of Japanese, Chinese, and Mexican heritage, added a residency time period to the statute. The fear was that a foreign-born child under the influence of a foreign parent would turn out “more alien than American in character,” but this effect could be counteracted by a citizen parent with lengthy ties to the United States. The 1940 law thus required the parent’s physical presence in the U.S. for ten years prior to the birth of the child, five of which had to occur after the age of sixteen. However, Congress retained the prior rule requiring only some period of prior presence for unwed mothers, revising it slightly in 1952 to require a continuous presence of one year prior to the child’s birth. The justification for retaining the older de minimis time rule only for unwed mothers was that a mother of a nonmarital child “stands in the place of the father” and “has a right to the custody and control of such a child as against the putative father, and is bound to maintain it as its natural guardian.” The assumption was also that an “alien father, who might transmit foreign ways,” would be “out of the picture” if not married to the mother.

The 1952 version of the statute remains the rule for unwed mothers today. However, in 1986, Congress revised the rule for all fathers and mar-

47 Act of May 24, 1934, ch. 344, § 1, 48 Stat. 797 (1934); see also Collins, Equality, supra note 15, at 184–86. The 1934 Act also added a requirement that children of mixed citizenship parents must reside in the U.S. for five years from ages fourteen to eighteen in order to retain that derivative citizenship. Act of May 24, 1934, ch. 344, § 1, 48 Stat. 797, 797 (1934).


49 1940 Hearings, supra note 48, at 426; see Collins, Equality, supra note 15, at 184; see Collins, Illegitimate Borders, supra note 48, at 2206.

50 1940 Hearings, supra note 48, at 426–27.


53 1940 Hearings, supra note 48, at 431 (quoting 2 JAMES KENT, COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN LAW 231 (11th ed. 1867)); Collins, Illegitimate Borders, supra note 48, at 2205.

54 Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678, 1692 (2017); see also Collins, Illegitimate Borders, supra note 48, at 2203, 2205; see also Brief for Professors of History et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondent at 32, Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678 (2017) (No. 15-1191) (explaining that “the sex-based ten-year presence requirement reveal[s] the outdated presumption that courses through the 1952 Act: mothers invariably raise nonmarital children and fathers do not.”).
ried mothers, reducing the ten-year requirement to five years (two of which after the age of fourteen). This was the statutory scheme at issue in *Morales-Santana*. Congress, however, took further action on the subject in the Child Citizenship Act of 2000, which provides for automatic citizenship for all foreign-born children of one U.S. parent when the child resides in the U.S. prior to the age of eighteen in the legal and physical custody of that parent. This law applies to children exactly like Luis Morales-Santana, but it did not benefit him personally because the law was not retroactive and thus did not apply to foreign-born children prior to 2001.

The merits decision in *Morales-Santana* appeared to be “a straightforward application of equal protection doctrine invalidating a gender-based statutory distinction.” In the majority opinion, Ginsburg waxed eloquently about the dangers of formal sex classifications and the legislative reliance on “stunningly anachronistic” stereotypes of gender and parenting roles; she attacked the citizenship law for “[p]rescribing one rule for mothers, another for fathers,” based on “overbroad generalizations about the way men and women are.” The opinion provided a comprehensive summary of existing gender discrimination law, citing all of the prior precedential cases, although it added little new ground to equal protection jurisprudence.

---

58 John Vlahoplus, Sessions v. Morales-Santana: Beyond the Mean Remedy, 18 CONN. PUB’L INT’L L.J. at *2 (forthcoming); There is an argument that the citizenship presence rule does not facially classify on the basis of gender, as the statute groups all men and married women together under the longer time rule, see 8 U.S.C. § 1401(g), 8 U.S.C. § 1409(a), and groups unmarried women separately under the one-year-rule, see 8 U.S.C. § 1409(c). Viewed this way, the classification is not gender-based since women are included in both classifications. However, one could still argue that the citizenship statute distinguished on the basis of a fundamental right of parenting, and thus still rightfully triggered a heightened, indeed strict, scrutiny analysis that could not sustain gendered stereotypes of parenting and animus toward unmarried fathers. Cf. Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 382–83, 388 (1978) (holding that because statute’s classification infringed on fundamental right of marriage when it separated unmarried, non-custodial, impoverished parents from all other parents, heightened scrutiny was triggered); Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 651–52, 658 (1972) (extending fundamental right of parenting to unwed father and striking down state’s presumption against unmarried father as contrary to Equal Protection Clause).
59 *Morales-Santana*, 137 S. Ct. at 1689–90, 1693.
60 Id. at 1690, 1692–96; but see Vlahoplus, supra note 58, at *2 (arguing that the “decision applies to immigration as well as naturalization laws,” thus overruling key precedents, which “could significantly alter the constitutional rights of both citizens and aliens”).
from the Court’s same-sex marriage decision in Obergefell v. Hodges concerning the need to interpret gender discrimination claims against an evolving nature of societal expectations.\(^6\) Overall, the opinion comprehensively summarized existing equal protection law on gender, keeping the rules alive and applying them to a stubborn legislative context.

While the case, viewed from Ginsburg’s majority opinion, appeared to be an easy one of striking down facially obvious gender distinctions based on gender stereotypes of parenting and women’s maternal role, the Court had failed to reach this clear decision in four prior similar cases.\(^6\) In this quartet of decisions, the Court prevaricated on the issue of gendered laws of derivative citizenship and immigration, twice failing to reach a majority decision and twice upholding different standards for unwed fathers.\(^6\) Thus, “the gender-differentiated regulation of derivative citizenship ha[d] proved largely resistant to constitutional challenge.” In these prior cases, the two women Justices then on the Court, Ginsburg and O’Connor, dissented, appreciating the broader historical and social context in which these gendered distinctions operated.\(^6\)

In Morales-Santana, Ginsburg finally achieved a majority to strike down gender-based immigration laws, converting her prior dissent in Miller (articulating the “exceedingly persuasive justification” standard); Id. at 571, 573 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (noting that the government “urged” the Court to adopt strict scrutiny for gender classifications, which the Court “effectively” did as the exceedingly persuasive standard is more rigorous than intermediate scrutiny); Candace Saari Kovacic-Flescher, United States v. Virginia’s New Gender Equal Protection Analysis and Ramifications for Pregnancy, Parenting, and Title VII, 50 VAND. L. REV. 845, 848, 873–74 (1997) (arguing that “exceedingly persuasive justification” standard first used in United States v. Virginia applies, but does not articulate, a strict scrutiny analysis); Steven A. Delchin, Comment, United States v. Virginia and Our Evolving “Constitution”: Playing Peek-A-Boo With the Standard of Scrutiny for Sex-Based Classifications, 47 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 1121, 1130-34 (1997) (arguing that the decision possibly represents the Court’s final step to strict scrutiny for sex-based classifications).

\(^6\) Flores-Villar v. United States, 564 U.S. 210 (2011), aff’d by an equally divided court, 536 F.3d 990 (9th Cir. 2008) (4-4 split decision affirming the Ninth Circuit’s decision to uphold Section 1409’s different residency requirements for unwed mothers and fathers); Nguyen v. INS, 533 U.S. 53, 58–59, 61, 73 (2001) (upholding Section 1409’s different requirements for proving maternity and paternity for derivative citizenship); Miller v. Albright, 523 U.S. 420, 424 (1998) (2-2-2-3 split opinion also upholding Section 1409’s different standards for proof of paternity and maternity for derivative citizenship); Fiallo v. Bell, 430 U.S. 787, 792, 800 (1977) (upholding 8 U.S.C. § 1101(b)’s different gendered standards for “child” immigration preference).

\(^6\) In Miller v. Albright, Justice Ginsburg wrote the dissent, turning to history to expose the anachronistic gender stereotypes about those who care for children. 523 U.S. at 460–61 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting). In Nguyen v. INS, Justice O’Connor wrote the dissent, joined by Ginsburg, arguing that gender-based immigration laws must be “viewed not in isolation, but in the context of our Nation’s ‘long and unfortunate history of sex discrimination.’” 533 U.S. at 74 (O’Connor, J., dissenting) (quoting J.E.B. v. Alabama ex rel. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 136 (1994)).
into a majority decision. Her decision gave a “clear and forceful repudiation of a body of gender-based citizenship laws that have long shaped the composition of the American polity,” while also articulating “constitutional equality norms that have the potential to significantly shape how government officials regulate the family.” Thus, at the end of the day, this was an important decision. The potential significance of this decision, however, to both equal protection law and Justice Ginsburg’s legacy, is potentially threatened by her failure to deliver a strong decision on the remedy.

B. The Nullification Remedy

The Court’s decision in Morales-Santana to deny any meaningful remedy to the plaintiff who had proven such anachronistic discrimination was shocking. The plaintiff effectively lost because the Court refused to grant his requested remedy of applying the one-year rule for unwed women to unwed men; instead, it applied the five-year rule to everyone. “This Court,” Justice Ginsburg determined, “is not equipped to grant the relief Morales-Santana seeks.” Ginsburg acknowledged that the usual equal protection remedy is to extend protection and benefit to the class denied, rather than withdrawing the benefit for both classes. She explained that “[t]here are ‘two remedial alternatives,’ our decisions instruct, when a statute benefits one class . . . and excludes another from the benefit,” as “[a] Court may either declare the statute a nullity and order that its benefits not extend to the class that the legislature intended to benefit, or it may extend the coverage of the statute to include those who are aggrieved by exclusion.”

---

69 Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678, 1686 (2017). Justices Thomas and Alito agreed in concurrence that extending the one-year rule was not an appropriate remedy. Id. at 1701. Thus eight Justices unanimously supported the remedial decision to level down.
70 Id. at 1698.
71 Id. at 1699.
72 Id. at 1698 (quoting Califano v. Westcott, 443 U.S. 76, 89, 99 (1979)).
course.” Nevertheless, she decided that “[a]lthough extension of benefits is customary in federal benefit cases, all indicators in this case point in the opposite direction.” Legislative intent was the hallmark of the inquiry, with the Court seeking to determine what Congress would have done if it had known its sex-based exemption was invalid. The Court concluded that “[p]ut to the choice, Congress, we believe, would have abrogated § 1409(c)’s exception preferring preservation of the general rule.” It employed a textual approach to delete the provision it demarcated as the modifying clause, the mother’s exemption, and retained the general rule for unwed fathers. The Court stated that it relied on Congress’s “intensity of commitment to the residual policy” of the general, longer rule. It also noted the high “potential for ‘disruption to the statutory scheme’” from extending the benefit to all unwed parents, which would create the “irrational” result of retaining a longer term for married parents. Such “[d]isadvantageous treatment of marital children in comparison to nonmarital children,” the Court held, “is scarcely a purpose one can sensibly attribute to Congress,” as it would create a kind of reverse illegitimacy discrimination. The Court therefore implicitly required that any future action of Congress in making the law uniformly applicable to all children born abroad to one U.S. citizen and one alien parent must be gender neutral and also the same for both wed or unwed parents.

However, a court could just as easily have discerned a different intent for Congress, as the Second Circuit did when addressing the same case below. The appellate court severed the longer general rule for unwed fathers, leaving in place a gender-neutral one-year rule that then applied to all unwed parents. The “task,” it said, was “not to devise the ‘cleanest’ way to alter the wording and structure of the statute, but to determine what result Congress intended in the event the statutory provisions were deemed unconstitutional.” “Neither the text nor the legislative history of the 1952 Act,” the appellate court found, “is especially helpful or clear on this point.”

---

73 Id. at 1699 (quoting Westcott, 443 U.S. at 89, 99) (listing cases where the Court had extended benefits to all).
74 Id. at 1700.
75 Id.
76 Id.
77 Id. (quoting Heckler v. Mathews, 465 U.S. 728, 739 n.5 (1984)).
78 Id. (quoting Heckler, 465 U.S. at 739 n.5).
79 Id. In support, the Court cited Clark v. Jeter, 486 U.S. 456, 461 (1988), which held that discrimination against illegitimate children was subject to heightened judicial scrutiny. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. at 1700 n.25.
80 Id.
82 Id. at 536.
83 Id.
84 Id. at 537.
context.\textsuperscript{85} From 1790 to 1940, the historical practice had been unrestrained ability for unwed fathers and mothers to pass on citizenship to their foreign-born children despite minimal prior residency.\textsuperscript{86} The statute at issue changing the rule to ten years (and then five) prior residency was a “significant departure from the long-established historical practice.”\textsuperscript{87} The appellate court hinted at the impermissible racial motives of the longer time rule, noting that Congress, in 1952, chose to retain the extended presence requirement after the U.S. emerged as a world power following World War II and the number of mixed-nationality children increased.\textsuperscript{88} The appellate court then cemented its decision by relying on the general rule of leveling up, explaining that “binding precedent . . . cautions us to extend rather than contract” the benefit challenged.\textsuperscript{89}

Another alternative approach suggested by Justice Kagan at oral argument was to omit any judicial injunction at all.\textsuperscript{90} She proposed issuing merely a declaratory judgment specifying the adjudicated legal rights of the parties, and then allowing Congress the first opportunity to correct the constitutional infirmity.\textsuperscript{91} The majority agreed in principle about a role for Congress in remediation, for Justice Ginsburg’s broader jurisprudential belief has been that “equality—or any other goal—is best achieved if all branches of government have a stake in achieving it.”\textsuperscript{92} However, the Court refused to do nothing, instead imposing an “interim” remedy guiding the implementation of derivative citizenship until such time as Congress chose to act.\textsuperscript{93} Given the potential delays in legislative correction, the interim solution, at least, was practical.\textsuperscript{94}

\textsuperscript{85} Id. at 536.
\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Id. at 537; see also Vlahoplus, supra note 58 at *7, 10-14 (suggesting Congress’s motive behind the longer time rule may have involved unconstitutional discrimination based on race or national origin).
\textsuperscript{89} Morales-Santana v. Lynch, 804 F.3d at 537.
\textsuperscript{90} Transcript of Oral Argument at 40, Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678 (2017) (No. 15-1911).
\textsuperscript{91} Id.; see also Sabina Mariella, Leveling Up Over Plenary Power: Remedying an Impermissible Gender Classification in the Immigration and Nationality Act, 96 B.U. L. Rev. 219, 254 (2016) (suggesting that “[t]he Supreme Court could issue a declaratory judgment holding that the provision is unconstitutional, but stay an injunction . . . to give the legislature time to respond”); but see Jerfi Uzman, Upstairs Downstairs: Morales-Santana and the Right to a Remedy in Comparative Law, 9 CosLawNOW 139, 147, 156 (2017) (arguing that while some international courts like those in the Netherlands employ a “separation of powers approach” to award only declaratory relief as a remedy for equality discrimination rather than leveling up or down, such an approach “immediately falls short in terms of effective legal protection” because an individual claimant probably would not benefit from the new law).
\textsuperscript{92} Greenhouse, supra note 31.
\textsuperscript{93} Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678, 1686, 1701 (2017).
\textsuperscript{94} See Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Address: Some Thoughts on Judicial Authority to Repair Unconstitutional Legislation, 28 Clev. St. L. Rev. 301, 317 (1979) (“The legislature . . . cannot be convened on the spot. The interim solution, therefore, must come from
The interim remedial decision made clear the judicial animosity to gendered exceptions. Ginsburg provided illustrations of such animosity in a footnote, drawing a comparison to Title VII equal employment suits challenging laws providing benefits to only women workers, such as minimum wage, rest breaks, or lunch breaks: “Most courts, perhaps mindful of the mixed motives implicated in passage of such legislation (some conceiving the laws as protecting women, others as discouraging employers from hiring women) . . . have invalidated the provisions.”

Ginsburg knew that protectionist efforts—from Blackstone’s coverture of married women to employment rules and abortion laws—had historically worked to women’s detriment. Thus, her remedial solution of eliminating the preference for women in the immigration context fits within her bigger concern about stereotypes, backlash, and denial stemming from protectionism.

C. What was Justice Ginsburg Thinking?

At first glance, it might be easy to explain Justice Ginsburg’s decision in *Morales-Santana* as a strategy for judicial consensus. Compromise on the remedy is certainly a common strategy to secure a majority decision, as remedies seem to be ancillary issues that can be easily conceded without appearing to compromise on the merits. Ginsburg may have simply needed to garner sufficient votes for a decision on the merits—an important decision that would revoke some of the last remaining formal gender distinctions in citizenship law and create precedent with a potentially broad reach. Such a monumental decision on gender equality would likely have been well worth

---

95 *Morales-Santana*, 137 S. Ct. at 1700 n.27.
97 See *Brown v. Board of Education*, 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954) (declaring new law requiring racial integration in schools but deferring to defendant to craft remedy); *Brown v. Board of Education*, 349 U.S. 294, 299 (1955) (refusing to mandate remedy for continued school desegregation, providing only broad parameters for relief); Collins, *Equality*, supra note 15, at 171 (“The remedial choice made by the Court in *Morales-Santana* may be unusual, but this is by no means the first time that the Court has moderated the use of remedial authority while exercise—and entrenching—its power to say what the law is in a highly contentious regulatory domain.”); Richard H. Fallon & Daniel J. Meltzer, *New Law, Non-Retroactivity, and Constitutional Remedies*, 104 Harv. L. Rev. 1731, 1765–68, 1795 (1991) (explaining doctrine of non-retroactivity as pragmatic accommodation of court by which it can more easily declare new substantive law by denying remedy in the particular case); see also Tracy A. Thomas, *Congress’ Section Five Power and Remedial Rights*, 34 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 673, 675–76 (2001) (illustrating how it is politically easier for Congress to legislate controversial issues via the remedy rather than the right).
98 See *Greenhouse*, supra note 31.
the fight to Justice Ginsburg. The mean remedy may have been what it took to convince Chief Justice Roberts or Justice Kennedy to sign on.\textsuperscript{99}

However, Ginsburg’s decision in \textit{Morales-Santana} suggests that it was not pragmatism that guided her remedial concession of leveling down, but rather deeper jurisprudential concerns about systemic gender norms and the proper balance of judicial and legislative power.\textsuperscript{100} In the opinion, she wrote that “we must therefore leave it to Congress to select” the proper time rule “going forward” and that, “[i]n the interim, the Government must ensure that the laws in question are administered in a manner free from gender-based discrimination.”\textsuperscript{101} For the interim judicial solution, she stated, “the choice between” nullification and extension of benefit is “governed by the legislature’s intent, as revealed by the statute at hand.”\textsuperscript{102} Her focus was on establishing policy and restraining the government, both systemic effects, rather than on alleviating the individual respondent’s harm.

Interestingly, Justice Ginsburg made similar arguments in support of legislative deference and systemic rather than individualized relief in the context of leveling down remedies decades earlier in a 1979 speech she

\textsuperscript{99} See id. Justice Kennedy’s switch was notable, given that he authored the majority opinion in \textit{Nguyen v. INS}, in which he accepted stereotypical notions about the “biological inevitability” of maternal care and the mother’s superior “opportunity for a meaningful relationship” due to the “event of birth.” 533 U.S. 53, 65 (2001). He endorsed this gendered stereotype of parental care despite the contrary facts in the case where the mother had abandoned the child at birth and the biological father had raised the child from an early age in the United States. \textit{Id.} at 57; \textit{Nguyen v. INS}, 208 F.2d. 528, 530 (5th Cir. 2000). Kennedy’s subsequent opinion in \textit{Obergefell v. Hodges} noted concerns with animus directed at certain parents, in that case gay parents, and demonstrated a heightened sensitivity to the impact on children, perhaps foreshadowing a shift in his thinking. \textit{Obergefell v. Hodges}, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2590, 2600–01 (2015).

\textsuperscript{100} See \textit{Greenhouse, supra} note 31. Greenhouse explains Ginsburg’s remedial decision in \textit{Morales-Santana} by noting that the Justice is “something of a rare creature in the modern judicial lexicon: a judicial restraint liberal,” meaning that “while her own commitments were to liberal outcomes, she displayed an equally strong commitment to letting Congress take the lead.” \textit{Id.} “In her view, equality—or any other goal—is best achieved if all branches of government have a stake in achieving it.” \textit{Id.; see also} Linda Greenhouse, \textit{A Sense of Judicial Limits}, N.Y. TIMES (July 22, 1993), https://nytimes.com/1993/07/22/US/the-supreme-court-a-sense-of-judicial-limits.html [https://perma.cc/3WYJ-N7ZJ] (“For Judge Ginsburg, judicial restraint is not necessarily the end in itself that some of her questioners assume it to be, but rather the best means to achieving her vision of equality.”); Melanie K. Morris, \textit{Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Gender Equality: A Reassessment of Her Contribution}, 9 CARDOZO WOMEN’S L.J. 1, 23 (2002) (explaining that Ginsburg’s “deference to discernible legislative intent” illustrates her “endorsement of judicial restraint,” and that Ginsburg is the type of judge who “crafts narrow opinions and minimalist remedies endorsing limited judicial intervention in order to protect the exercise of fundamental rights”).


\textsuperscript{102} \textit{Id.} at 1699. In adopting this legislative intent standard, the majority cited to \textit{Califano v. Westcott}, 443 U.S. 76 (1979), and the concurring opinion in \textit{Welsh v. United States}, 398 U.S. 333 (1970), both of which articulated the legislative intent approach to selecting leveling up or leveling down relief; however, in these cases, the standard was used to support the choice of leveling up and to provide individualized benefits as relief to the petitioner, the exact opposite effect of the application of that standard in \textit{Morales-Santana}. \textit{Westcott}, 443 U.S. at 89–91; \textit{Welsh}, 398 U.S. at 361–67 (Harlan, J., concurring).
presented as a scholar. Then-Professor Ginsburg offered a “few guideposts” and considerations relevant to deciding whether to extend or nullify a benefit for an under-inclusive statute. She admitted that as an advocate, she had easily requested extension of the benefit to the excluded group, and that most cases did in fact result in extension of the benefit. However, the professorial Ginsburg grappled with the puzzle of the proper function of the judiciary in remedial decisions. To her, the court’s role at this juncture was to act as an interim legislature. She noted, but did not endorse, the approach of abstaining from any remedial action, and instead embraced the legislative-like role of the court in crafting a temporary solution. She emphasized that the most important part of the “judicial business” was not to abandon the constitutional review and that the choice of remedy was thus an ancillary issue. Professor Ginsburg expressly rejected as “irrelevant” party choice and need for individualized benefit, though she acknowledged that such dismissal of interests was likely to “startle and disconcert.” She also discounted due process concerns raised by third parties affected by withdrawal of a prior benefit in leveling down, concluding simply that because the legislature could do so, so too could the courts. Instead, she focused the inquiry on legislative-like policy considerations, such as: the “size of the class” benefited by the extension, the financial costs of the extension to the government or (more problematically) private parties, whether the remedy sought “access to a benefit” or merely “relief from a burden,” and whether the remedy disrupted the legislative solution represented by the original enactment. She favored leveling down most directly in cases where the remedy impacted a large class of people and imposed substantial financial costs on private parties.

Justice Ginsburg did not employ her own proposed guidelines in Morales-Santana. She did not address the types of practical impacts that she had identified as relevant and determinative of the choice of remedy for an equal protection. Her own parameters would have supported leveling up. First, there was no direct financial cost, and any administrative burden was to the government. Second, the requested relief was simply a reduction of the burden of the five-year rule. Third, the class seeking relief by extension

103 Id. at 318.
104 Id. at 318, 323.
105 See Ginsburg, supra note 94, at 301, 304, 306, 324.
106 See Ginsburg, supra note 94, at 301, 317, 324.
107 Ginsburg, supra note 94, at 317.
108 See Ginsburg, supra note 94, at 314, 317 (noting Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 (1976), where the Court had abstained from any remedy in deferring to state legislature to redress gender distinction in drinking age of eighteen for women and twenty-one for men).
110 See Ginsburg, supra note 94, at 316, 318.
111 See Ginsburg, supra note 94, at 321.
(unwed fathers with foreign-born children prior to 2001) was relatively small. And lastly, she misapplied the disruption factor by not considering that the nullification remedy limiting unwed mothers’ citizenship transmission rights disrupted the legislative solution represented by the original law of protecting unwed mothers.

Ginsburg, did however, apply her professorial theory of the appropriate judicial function for leveling up remedies by focusing broadly on the idea of deference to the probable will of the legislature and curtailing discriminatory governmental action. In so doing, however, the decision misapplies the precedent of equal protection relief. Specifically, she omitted consideration of key analytical parts of the applicable precedent in the gender cases of Califano v. Westcott and Heckler v. Mathews and the race case of Palmer v. Thompson, all of which would have demanded stronger evidence of legislative intent and judicial inquiry into equitable considerations. This misreading resulted in an opinion that reduced the leveling down decision to a mere editorial formality of statutory textualism rather than a proper assessment of effective relief evaluating the costs, benefits, and individual harm to the petitioner. Ginsburg had the precedent for leveling up on her side, yet she adopted the countervailing view in the name of judicial restraint.

The relevant precedential cases routinely endorsed extension of benefit to the excluded class. In the sole case directly on point regarding a judicial remedy for sex discrimination against parents by a federal statute, the Court leveled up. In Califano v. Westcott, the Court struck down a federal law that provided welfare benefits to needy children when the father, but not the mother, was unemployed. The Court unanimously agreed that the statute was an unconstitutional gender distinction based on a “baggage of sexual stereotypes” presuming the father was the primary breadwinner while the mother was “the center of home and family life.” The Court split five to four on the question of the appropriate remedy, with the majority deciding to level up. The majority extended the welfare benefits to the children of all

116 Westcott, 443 U.S. at 89.
117 Id. (quoting Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268, 283 (1979) and Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522, 534 n.15 (1975)).
118 Id. at 90. The dissent would have leveled down, withdrawing unemployment benefits from all parents until such time as Congress acted itself. Id. at 94–95 (Powell, J., dissenting as to remedy). It cavalierly dismissed concerns about hardships to needy children from denying all unemployed parents benefits, opining that Congress could conserve the funds while it deliberated and perhaps make retroactive payments later. Id. at 96. The focus for the dissent was on “accommodat[ing] as fully as possible the policies and judgments expressed in the statutory scheme as a whole,” and cautioning that the Court “should not use its remedial powers to circumvent the intent of the legislature.” Id. at 94. It was relevant to the dissent that Congress had acted in legislating the father provision to “tighten standards for eligibility and reduce program costs” by replacing a prior statute that had temporarily awarded benefits to both unemployed parents. Id.
unemployed parents by replacing the statutory term “father” with the gender-neutral equivalent, “parent.”

Justice Ginsburg’s majority opinion in Morales-Santana also failed to engage with nuances in the precedential cases, and thus missed several important distinctions. First, Ginsburg neglected to recognize that past cases established a stronger standard for discerning and verifying the defendant’s or legislature’s intent, rather than merely its probable will. Where that intent controlled leveling down decisions, as in Heckler and Palmer, the defendants had acted after a judicial finding of constitutional discrimination to remedy the problem themselves. In Heckler, Congress remedied a finding of discrimination from a gender distinction in the Social Security Act by eliminating the prior exception for women that allowed them, but not men, to recover both employee and spousal benefits by enacting a “pension offset” to reduce the double recovery. In Palmer, the defendants responded to the judicial finding of race segregation in city swimming pools by shutting down all city pools. In these cases, the courts did not need to guess at intent or ask “what would the legislature have probably intended” because the legislature’s intent was clear from its action. Moreover, in Palmer, the Court went

---

119 Id. at 92. No party asked the court to level down because the parties had generally agreed on extension of benefits, though they disagreed on the scope of the extension. Id. at 90–91. The government would have extended benefits to families only when the one “principal wage-earner,” whether mother or father, was unemployed. The Court, however, extended benefits to families with either an unemployed mother or and father without limitation to the one principal earner, resulting in benefits granted to secondary workers even where the principal earner was still employed and potentially dual family benefits if both the mother and father were unemployed. Id. at 91. The government would have extended benefits to families with either an unemployed mother or and father without limitation to the one principal earner, resulting in benefits granted to secondary workers even where the principal earner was still employed and potentially dual family benefits if both the mother and father were unemployed. Id. at 91. The Court rejected the option of substituting in the words “principal wage earner” as too disruptive of the legislative scheme, even though this option would have imposed lower financial costs. Id. at 91–92.

120 Heckler, 465 U.S. at 734; Palmer, 403 U.S. at 219.

121 Heckler, 465 U.S. at 732–33, 742. Congress allowed for a transitional period of five years during which the “unreduced” dual benefit for women could continue, which was upheld by the Heckler Court. Id. Thus, the Court in Heckler only indirectly considered the issue of leveling down by evaluating Congress’ selected remedy rather than making its own judicial determination of leveling up or down. Nevertheless, Heckler remains one of the most instructive cases for analyzing leveling down remedies. See Dorf, supra note 27 (identifying Heckler as “the leading case” on leveling down for equal protection); Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8, at 544–45 (noting Heckler as “the most prominent reference to remedial principles that might set limits on leveling down”).

122 Palmer, 403 U.S. at 219.
a step further to verify the defendant’s intent. The Court noted that closing the pools was due to economic costs of operating the pools and to “preserve peace” rather than to perpetuate racial animus. While four dissenting Justices disagreed with this finding of credible intent and instead found evidence that the elimination of benefit was racially motivated, they agreed with the approach of subjecting the defendant’s stated intent to some level of judicial scrutiny.

Second, Ginsburg’s use of precedent in Morales-Santana neglected to note that in addition to legislative intent, the Court has evaluated other equitable considerations like costs and harms in selecting between extension and nullification remedies. That was the import of the Court’s decision in Califano v. Westcott where the Court concluded that “equitable considerations surely support[ed] its choice” of extension in that particular case. These equitable considerations included the many needy children on welfare and the potential hardship to these beneficiaries and other “innocent recipients” from elimination of federal welfare benefits. The Westcott Court also noted that while “cost may prove a dispositive factor in other contexts,” it was not dispositive in that case even though it would have been less costly to terminate current recipients’ eligibility than extend payments to additional parents. The Westcott Court did not purport to identify all considerations that might be relevant, but did emphasize that such considerations were part of the analytical choice of leveling up or down. Then-Professor Ginsburg recognized this important point in her 1979 speech, in which she identified some of these equitable considerations, though she did not draw on them in the Morales-Santana decision.

Third, Ginsburg misread the precedent by assuming that leveling down is identified as an equally viable remedial option. Instead, the precedent clearly emphasized that while there are two theoretical choices, leveling up or leveling down, extension is generally preferred. In Westcott, the majority noted: “[T]here exist two remedial alternatives: a court may either declare [the statute] a nullity and order that its benefits not extend to the class that the legislature intended to benefit, or it may extend the coverage of the statute to include those who are aggrieved by the exclusion.”

---

123 See Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8, at 526–30. The Court did not subject the defendant’s motivations for the chosen remedy to heightened constitutional scrutiny, as it did to the initial segregation, but it did verify the asserted reasons through some factual inquiry and discussion. Palmer, 403 U.S. at 219, 224–25.
124 See id. at 235 (Douglas, J., dissenting); id. at 240–41 (White, J., dissenting).
126 Id.
127 Id. at 93.
128 Id. at 90.
130 Westcott, 443 U.S. at 89 (quoting Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333, 361 (1970) (Harlan, J., concurring)).
However, the Westcott majority continued, “[i]n previous cases involving equal protection challenges to underinclusive federal benefits statutes, this Court has suggested that extension, rather than nullification, is the proper course.” The Court cited the many cases in which it had “regularly” extended such benefits. Westcott’s assumption of the potential availability of leveling down was based on dicta in an earlier case of statutory interpretation, Welsh v. United States, which noted in a concurring opinion that a court could theoretically extend or nullify a statutory benefit, but then decided in favor of extending the requested benefit of the military draft conscientious objector. Justice Harlan, in his Welsh concurrence, identified the appropriateness of extending rather than nullifying the statutory benefit, which he argued was “mandated by the Constitution in [that] case” and was especially appropriate where nullification would interfere with a legislative desire to benefit third parties.

Justice Ginsburg, however, did not apply these distinctions in her opinion in Morales-Santana, even though such precedent would have supported leveling up. The lack of clear, established legislative intent, the influence of racism and nativism on the formation of the ten-year rule, equitable considerations of harm to children, and the strong judicial preference for extension all supported leveling up. Yet Ginsburg was content to level down, a decision to which no Justice dissented. The majority of the Court may not have seen this as a “mean remedy” because the decision at least removed maternal protectionist exceptions long-embedded in the law and advanced the greater good of systemic elimination of legislating on gendered grounds.

This satisfaction with a mere normative result in Morales-Santana, providing prospective guidance on egalitarian norms, however, ignores the practical implications of the remedial decision which are far more substantial, and more harmful, than this theoretical victory suggests.

132 Id.


134 Welsh, 398 U.S. at 344, 361–66 (Harlan, J., concurring) (extending the statutory benefit of military draft conscientious objector for religious reasons to non-religious objectors).

135 Id. at 361–66, 366 n.18; see Fish, supra note 18, at 349.

136 That was the ultimate take-away from Heckler v. Mathews, where the Court accepted Congress’s leveling down of reducing Social Security benefits for women to achieve formal equality. In the context of a standing discussion, the Court emphasized the importance of the male plaintiff vindicating his stigmatic injury, which could be prospectively remedied by the court, thereby constraining the government. See Heckler v. Mathews, 465 U.S. 728, 738–40 (1979).
II. THE PRESUMPTION OF LEVELING UP

The Court’s analysis in accepting the legitimacy of leveling down is flawed in its remedial calculus. This calculus is based on an analysis that incorrectly assumes the equal validity of leveling down as a remedial choice. It fails to grapple with what the Second Circuit called the “ vexing” remedial problem of constitutional import. The Court in Morales-Santana seemed to support both sides of the issue. On the one hand, it dictated that leveling up is usually the appropriate remedy: “Ordinarily, we have reiterated, ‘extension, rather than nullification, is the proper course.’” It gave no explanation for this ordinary course, but noted the overwhelming majority of cases in which the Court had endorsed leveling up. On the other hand, the Morales-Santana Court also endorsed the equal validity of leveling down, stating that both extension and nullification are equally available remedial options. “How equality is accomplished,” the Court in Morales-Santana stated, “is a matter on which the Constitution is silent.”

The Constitution, however, is not in fact silent as to remedy. Constitutional norms often control to prioritize the remedial option of extension of benefits. As Professor Evan Camiker argued in his key article on constitu-

---

137 Professor Uzman similarly rejects the Court’s “second-guessing approach,” which prioritizes an unknown legislative intent, as arbitrary, not “evidence-based,” and potentially “chilling” to litigation. Uzman, supra note 91, at 157. He explains that “[c]omparative analysis shows . . . that legislative intent is neither a necessary nor even convenient basis for remedial policy.” Id. at 159. Instead, Uzman recommends a “more flexible approach” of “proportionality and balancing.” Id. at 140, 159.

138 See Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8, at 516–17; Brake, Remedial Grief, supra note 27.

139 Morales-Santana v. Lynch, 804 F.3d 520, 535 (2d Cir. 2015).

140 Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678, 1699 (quoting Califano v. Westcott, 443 U.S. 76, 89 (1979)).

141 The European Court of Justice (ECJ) only allows for courts to level up, although “the legislature remains free to choose a different path.” Uzman, supra note 91, at 144–45. This might be explained by the ECJ’s emphasis on “legal certainty and effective legal protection” or because the Court deems nullification of benefits for third parties to not be within the judicial power. Id. at 146.


143 Id. (quoting Levin v. Commerce Energy, Inc., 560 U.S. 413, 426–27 (2010)).

144 See Camiker, supra note 18, at 1198.

145 See id. at 1185, 1193–96, 1201–04. Professor Camiker explains that while the doctrinal right of equal protection may be satisfied by similar treatment, either by nullification or extension, constitutional norms or inchoate substantive constitutional values often dictate extension. Id. at 1185. These norms may be unrelated to the norm motivating the doctrinal right, for example constitutional values of due process and fairness may dictate the retroactivity of a Fourth Amendment remedy. Id. at 1193 n.29. Or the same norm may motivate both the decision as to the doctrinal right and the remedial choice. Id. at 1193 n.29. Applying these theories, Camiker offers the example of the First Amendment and its norm of equal treatment prohibiting different treatment of speakers, but also its norm of public debate which “express[es] a constitutional preference for a particular remedy” that “prefers the remedial choice of ‘more speech, less silence.’” Id. at 1194-96. In another example, he explains how the gender equality norm against women’s disempowerment and economic and social subordination guides the remedial choice in ex-
tional remedies, “courts should choose the remedy that better advances the relevant constitutional norms.”146 Rather than adopting a mere editorial function of striking or adding language, or focusing on discerning legislative intent, courts should instead look to the substantive constitutional norms themselves.147 These norms include the specific rule “providing that a judge should not choose a remedy that undermines the very constitutional provision being vindicated.”148 They also encompass a “broader rule providing that a judge’s choice should be guided by inchoate norms stemming from the Constitution.”149

Once the constitutional parameters of the remedial choice are understood, it becomes clear that leveling down should not be considered a typically available option. Rather, the Constitution requires that leveling up be the presumptively correct remedy. The constitutional norms of equality and remedy provide the foundation for understanding why leveling up should be the ordinary course of action. Thus, the remedial calculus needs to change, first to reject the equal validity of leveling down in favor of a presumption of leveling up, and then to permit leveling down only in rare cases of compelling and equitable interests.

A. The Meaning of Equality

In assuming the equal validity of leveling up and leveling down, the Court tied the remedial option to the scope of the operative right. Specifically, it noted that “[w]hen the ‘right invoked is that to equal treatment,’ the appropriate remedy is a mandate of equal treatment, a result that can be accomplished by withdrawal of benefits from the favored class as well as by extension of benefits to the excluded class.”150 The Court is correct here that the reach of a remedy is measured by the contours of the operative right.151 For it has endorsed the equitable rule of remedies that the scope of the remedy should match the scope of the right.152 However, the Court incorrectly limited the definition of the right to only formal equal treatment.

146 Fish, supra note 18, at 327 (citing Camiker, supra note 18, at 1202).
147 Fish, supra note 18, at 1185, 1202–04; Fish, supra note 18, at 327, 342.
148 Fish, supra note 18, at 327, 343, 343 n.84 (citing Schachter v. Canada, [1992] 2 S.C.R. 679, 701–02 (Can.) as a case “discussing the irony of striking down welfare benefits for single mothers on ‘equality’ grounds”); Camiker, supra note 18, at 1196–1202.
149 Fish, supra note 18, at 327.
152 Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 88 (1995); Milliken v. Bradley, 433 U.S. 267, 280 (1977) (“[L]ike other equitable remedies, the nature of the desegregation remedy is...
Equality or equal protection means more than “mere equal treatment.” Law scholar Deborah Brake explains: “the Court’s justifications of its most revered equal protection rulings support the conclusion that the constitutional guarantee of equality is, at bottom, about more than equal treatment.” The Court has stated that equality means equal opportunity of access, option for benefit, and advantage, which comes by extension of the benefit or opportunity denied. Additionally, scholars, especially feminist scholars, have long argued that equality normatively means more than mere equal treatment. They have specifically raised this critique of the equality right in the context of leveling down cases, observing that the Court’s leveling down cases starkly reduce equality to mere equal treatment, a pure parallelism that omits the underlying core constitutional concepts of equal protection. Professor Brake argues that equality instead is a concept of “equal concern,” embodying the respect and concern for all people, beyond the formalistic parallelism of equally bad treatment. Moreover, equality encompasses the “protection” part of equal protection to include benefit, advantage, and opportunity. A pure parallelism approach reads out the to be determined by the nature and scope of the constitutional violation.”); Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 402 U.S. 1, 16 (1971) (“As with any equity case, the nature of the violation determines the scope of the remedy.”).

Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8, at 524, 561–67; see Reva B. Siegel, Equality Talk: Antisubordination and Anticlassification Values in Constitutional Struggles over Brown, 117 Harv. L. Rev. 1470, 1472–73 (2004) [hereinafter Siegel, Equality Talk] (describing two very different purposes that are ascribed to the Equal Protection Clause, which each embody a distinct vision of egalitarianism).

Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8, at 563; see also Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8 at 567 (arguing that “equality itself must be about something larger than equal treatment.”).


See Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8, at 516, 524; Siegel, Equality Talk, supra note 153, at 1472–73. Even the most confined definition of equality stemming from the Supreme Court’s accepted anticlassification principle mandates something beyond mere formal classification. It also expresses “the normative conviction that anticlassification embodies the tradition’s fundamental value, the value of individualism,” and a commitment to individuals rather than just groups. Siegel, Equality Talk, supra note 153, at 1472. At the other end of the theoretical spectrum, the antisubordination principle of equality focuses not on the formal classification, but on “the conviction that it is wrong for the state to engage in practices that enforce the inferior social status of historically oppressed groups.” Id. at 1472–73.


Brake, Worse Off, supra note 8, at 561–67, 561 n.171 (relying upon theorist Ronald Dworkin, who stated that “the right to treatment as an equal is fundamental, the right to equal treatment derivative,” and his identification of the overriding norm of equality law as “the principle that all human beings deserve to be regarded with equal concern and respected as equals,” in Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously 272–73 (1977)).

See Cong. Globe, 43d Cong, 2d Sess. 1793 (1875) (stating that the Equal Protection Clause means “that no State shall deny to any man the equal advantage of the law, the equal benefit of the law, the equal protection of the law”); Cong. Globe, 43d Cong., 1st Sess. S. app. 358 (1874) (“[W]hen the [F]ourteenth [A]mendment declares that every person shall be entitled to the equal protection of the laws, it means to the equal benefit of the laws of the land.”); Christopher R. Green, The Original Sense of the
benefit or protection meaning of equality, leaving a hollow right. Under this broader meaning of equality, denying a benefit in order to rectify inequality becomes more clearly improper, for it fails to honor or effectuate the ultimate meaning of the operative constitutional right.

Appreciating the manner in which leveling down dilutes the normative value of equality provides better illustration to the critiques of leveling down articulated by the dissenting Justices in Palmer. There, they explained how a leveling down remedy itself may be “an expression of [an] official policy” of discrimination by denying benefit to a disfavored class: “The Equal Protection Clause is a hollow promise if it does not forbid such official denigrations of the race the Fourteenth Amendment was designed to protect.”

Leveling down reduces equality to formal sameness, to equal treatment be it good or bad, which denies benefit or opportunity, and thus continues the social and legal consequences of past discriminatory harm. In this way, it perpetuates inequality, reinforces discriminatory biases, stereotypes, and animus, and allows discriminatory conduct, in practice, to go unchecked. Thus, equality is actually never accomplished, but only used occasionally to check the temporary privilege of the favored class.

Leveling down for gender inequality also produces significant disincentives. If litigation can lead ultimately to denial of a benefit to the petitioner and also to those currently with an advantage, this litigation risk and penalty may threaten plaintiffs with retaliation and backlash. Justice Douglas, dissenting in Palmer v. Thompson, explained this effect when the city remedied racially segregated swimming pools by closing down all pools:

The closing of the City’s pools has done more than deprive a few thousand Negroes of the pleasures of swimming. It has taught Jackson’s Negroes a lesson: In Jackson, the price of protest is high. Negroes there now know that they risk losing even segregated public facilities if they dare to protest segregation. Negroes will now think twice before protesting segregated public parks, segregated public libraries, or other segregated facilities. They must first decide whether they wish to risk living without the facility altogether, and at the same time engendering further animosity from a white community which has lost its public facilities also through the Negroes’ attempts to desegregated the facilities.

The same effect of engendering animosity and loss of benefit was the result when a pregnant teen complained about exclusion from the high school Na-
tional Honor Society; the school eliminated the honor society for all students, subjecting the teen to the other students’ wrath and depriving all student-members of the honor society—a benefit potentially relevant to college admission.\textsuperscript{163} Additionally, when BBC female editors complained about unequal pay, the company responded by reducing the male editors’ pay; thus, by speaking out, the women exposed themselves to peer retaliation and harmed their colleagues by prompting a reduction in their pay.\textsuperscript{164} Such backlash places equality plaintiffs in the proverbial “double-bind” of losing by gaining equality.\textsuperscript{165} This double-bind creates social justice incentives not to sue. In this way, the ability of citizens to act as private attorney generals to help enforce the public laws of gender equality are compromised, and fewer actions will be brought to challenge discriminatory conduct. Ultimately, then, fewer equality cases will be pursued, and gendered social norms will be allowed to go unchecked.\textsuperscript{166}

\textbf{B. The Right to a Meaningful Remedy}

The Constitution also speaks to the way in which equality is accomplished through mandates that courts provide a minimum redress of meaningful relief.\textsuperscript{167} As I have argued elsewhere, the right to a meaningful remedy, arising out of general precepts of equity and grounded in due process requires, at minimum, an adequate remedy to redress the plaintiff’s individual harm.\textsuperscript{168} Yet, courts have omitted this additional inquiry in assuming the validity of leveling down relief. Adding this into the analysis of extending or nullifying benefits significantly alters the existing assumption that leveling down relief is appropriate.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{163} See Cazares v. Barber, 959 F.2d 753, 755 (9th Cir. 1992).
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1. **Ubi Jus, Ibi Remedium**

The right to a meaningful remedy has been located within the general equitable powers of the court. The legal maxim *ubi jus, ibi remedium* generally dictates that “where there is a right, there must be a remedy.” This “principle that rights must have remedies is ancient and venerable.” It was first articulated in Anglo-American law in 1703 when the Chief Justice of the King’s Bench stated:

> If the plaintiff has a right, he must of necessity have a means to vindicate and maintain it, and a remedy if he is injured in the exercise of enjoyment of it; and indeed it is a vain thing to imagine a right without a remedy; for . . . want of right and want of remedy are reciprocal. . . . Where a man has but one remedy to come at his right, if he loses that he loses his right.

This idea of a remedial right was incorporated into early American law. In one of the foundational cases of the nascent legal system, *Marbury v. Madison*, the Court stated that the foundations of justice require that violations of rights are vindicated with remedies. Quoting Blackstone’s commentaries summarizing the existing common law, the *Marbury* Court stated that “[i]t is a settled and invariable principle . . . that every right, when withheld, must have a remedy, and every injury its proper redress.” For in the absence of such “proper redress,” legal rights become empty, unenforceable aspirations.

Judicial “[r]emedies perform two critical functions in the law: they define abstract rights and enforce otherwise intangible rights.” “Rights standing alone are simply expressions of social values,” mere ideals, or promises. As Justice Homes observed, “[l]egal obligations that exist but cannot be enforced are ghosts that are seen in the law but are elusive to the
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176 Thomas, *Ubi Jus*, supra note 20, at 1638.

grasp.”178 It is the remedy that makes the spirit of the right “real and tangible by providing the necessary specificity and concreteness to otherwise abstract guarantees.”179 The remedy’s enforcement power is critical to convert the pronouncements of ideals into operational rights beyond mere “advice or recommendation.”180 As the Supreme Court declared in 1838, it would be a “monstrous absurdity in a well organized government, that there should be no remedy, although a clear and undeniable right should be shown to exist”; withholding an effective remedy effectively neutralizes the attendant substantive right by denying any operative meaning to that norm.181

The fundamentality of the right to a remedy then is established by its history and centrality to Anglo-American jurisprudence.182 Generally, classification of a right as fundamental for purposes of constitutional inquiry depends on if it has been “historically recognized or is central to the concept of ordered liberty.”183 Doctrinal support for this jurisprudential maxim can be found in the Court’s Bivens and due process tax cases.184 These cases also refine the general command of a remedy into one demanding an adequate or meaningful one. In the tax cases, the Court held that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and its prohibition against arbitrary state action and denial of liberty and property interests required a remedy that provided meaningful relief to the plaintiff.185 The Court noted that “a State found to have imposed an impermissibly discriminatory tax retains flexibility in responding to this determination.”186 The state “retains flexibility” to choose whether to extend the discriminatory exemption to all or instead withdraw the exemption altogether.187 However, the state is obligated to ensure that its choice still provides a successful plaintiff with a minimally “adequate” remedy that provides “meaningful” relief.188 The Court defined this by saying that it need not be fully or precisely what the plaintiff demands, but must be meaningful in that it “satisfies the minimum federal require-
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179 Thomas, Ubi Jus, supra note 20, at 1638.
180 Thomas, Ubi Jus, supra note 20, at 1639 (quoting The Federalist No. 15 (Alexander Hamilton)); see also Florida v. Georgia, 58 U.S. 478, 481 (1854) (“The essence of a right is that it may be exercised contentiously, adversely. Ubi jus ubi remedium.”).
181 Thomas, Ubi Jus, supra, note 20, at 1640 (quoting Kendall v. United States, 37 U.S. (12 Pet.) 524, 624 (1838)); see also Dellinger, supra note 169, at 1534.
182 Thomas, Ubi Jus, supra note 20, at 1636–38; Thomas, Right to an Adequate Remedy, supra note 20, at 985.
184 Thomas, Ubi Jus, supra note 20, at 1640–41; Thomas, Right to an Adequate Remedy, supra note 20, at 993.
186 McKesson, 496 U.S. at 39; Harper, 509 U.S. at 100.
187 McKesson, 496 U.S. at 39, 51; see also Harper, 509 U.S. at 102.
188 McKesson, 496 U.S at 31, 39, 41, 50; Harper, 509 U.S. at 102; Reich, 513 U.S. at 108, 114.
ments” and does not “confine” a plaintiff to “a lesser remedy.” As a result of this analysis, the Court decided that a prospective-only remedy, which applied the tax in the future in a non-discriminatory way, was insufficient. Instead, the state was required to provide a “meaningful backward-looking” remedy of a tax refund for the tax determined to be unconstitutional.

The historical principle of the right to a meaningful remedy is also visible in the majority of state constitutions mandating the right to a remedy in open court. Such proclamations of a right to a remedy relate back to Sir Edward Coke’s interpretation of the Magna Carta in the earliest foundations of Anglo-American law. Take one example, the Ohio Constitution, which provides that “every person, for an injury done him . . . shall have remedy by due course of law.” The Ohio Supreme Court has construed this provision as encompassing a fundamental right to a “meaningful remedy” that provides “satisfaction for injuries or damages sustained.” It observed that “[d]enial of a remedy and denial of a meaningful remedy lead to the same result: an injured plaintiff without legal recourse.”

The general command of the right to a remedy in court thus requires the further judicial inquiry of whether such remedy is meaningful or adequate. “Meaningful” relief means a remedy that is effective—produces the result of making the value of the operative right concrete. It makes a tangible difference in negating the consequences of the illegal harm. It is adequate if it provides enough relief, in an amount that is sufficient to redress the harm. A proper remedy provides the plaintiff “satisfaction for injuries sustained.” At its core, the question of whether a remedy is meaningful must be considered from the perspective of the plaintiff.

2. The Plaintiff’s Rightful Position

The question then becomes whether leveling down is a “meaningful” remedy to the plaintiff. This analysis is at its core a plaintiff-based inquiry. It
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198 See Harper v. Va. Dept’t of Taxation, 509 U.S. 86, 101–02 (1993) (holding that meaningful relief for tax discrimination may include full refunds or some lesser order as long as it rectifies the past harm).
199 Sorrell, 633 N.E.2d at 513.
focuses on the scope of the plaintiff’s individualized factual injury, asking whether the proposed relief adequately redresses the factual harm suffered. The fundamental goal of equitable relief is to place “the plaintiff in her rightful position, that is, the position she would have been in but for the harm.” Importantly, the proper remedy is both prospective and retrospective. A court’s order works prospectively to stop the harm in the future, but also works, in effect, retroactively, by undoing the ongoing consequences of the past harm.

Indeed, Justice Ginsburg in United States v. Virginia made clear that the plaintiff’s rightful position was the targeted goal for assessing the appropriateness of an equal protection remedy. She wrote: “A remedial decree . . . must closely fit the constitutional violation; it must be shaped to place persons unconstitutionally denied an opportunity or advantage in “the position they would have occupied in the absence of [discrimination].” This means not only that ongoing discrimination must be eliminated, but also that the remedy must “eliminate [so far as possible] the discriminatory effects of the past.” In Virginia, Ginsburg refused to accept the defendant’s choice of a remedy that failed to provide such individualized relief. The Court had found that the Virginia Military Institute (“VMI”), a public school, violated equal protection by denying women admission to the school. To remedy the unconstitutional gender discrimination, the defendant did not want to extend the denied opportunity of a military education at VMI to women, but instead wanted to create a separate military education for women at another college. Justice Ginsburg, for the majority of the Court, rejected this lesser separate and not-quite-equal remedy, holding that the women had a right to receive the equal benefit of the education at VMI. Equality, she emphasized, was the right to be granted the benefit denied. The key question for the Court was not the defendant’s choice, but the plaintiff’s denied benefit.
This individualized inquiry into restoring the plaintiff to her rightful position is the core tenet of the corrective justice theory of remedies. It is the conventional, accepted view that the appropriate remedial goal is to, at least, make the plaintiff whole: “In short, corrective justice promises determinacy and an unambiguous moral force by its focus on the repair of prior wrongs and the assignment of remedial burdens to wrongdoers.”

Equity may then intervene to tailor this individualized remedy, such as by taking into account other social or practical facilitators which must be redressed to avoid repetition of harm (prophylactic relief) or considerations of undue burdens on the defendant from the restoration.

The Bivens line of cases also lends support to the individualized focus of the meaningful remedy inquiry. In Bivens, the Court implied a damages remedy for an unconstitutional search and seizure by federal actors, finding that neither injunctive relief nor exclusion of the evidence would be adequate for this particular plaintiff, who was not threatened with future arrest or prosecution. In his concurrence, Justice Harlan stated: “For people in Bivens’ shoes, it is damages or nothing.” The Court evaluated the remedy from the perspective of “Bivens’ shoes,” considering the practical effect of relief on the particular plaintiff, not simply the more generalized availability of injunctive relief or exclusion of the improperly seized evidence to help other plaintiffs.

While the Court has since imposed further restrictions on the availability of Bivens-type implied remedies, it has continued to inquire as to whether adequate alternative remedies are available. Adequacy of remedy is thus a key factor in evaluating remedial alternatives.

Requiring individualized relief particular to the plaintiff also finds grounding in standing doctrine. “Standing to sue” is a doctrine that “limits the category of litigants empowered to maintain a lawsuit in federal court to seek redress for a legal wrong” and is a constitutional requirement of Article III restricting the judicial power to “cases or controversies.”


possess standing to sue, the proper plaintiff in a case must establish individualized injury, not merely generalized harm. She must show that there is a specific, concrete injury to her that can be remedied in the case. So too, at the end of a case, this individualized harm must be the focus of the remedy, which addresses the particulars of the loss suffered by this plaintiff. The standing analogy thus shows that the pivotal question for determining the appropriate remedy in a case is individually focused as a constitutionally mandated threshold matter.

The leveling down remedy in *Morales-Santana* starkly illustrates the denial of a meaningful, individualized remedy to the plaintiff. Leveling down clearly provided no tangible benefit to the individual plaintiff. The Court refused his request for extension of the one-year rule to unwed fathers, pending further action by Congress. Mr. Morales-Santana obtained no retrospective relief for the past discriminatory rule applied to his detriment. Thus, that past harm was allowed to languish, uncorrected or redressed by the Court. At best, the leveling down remedy provides only structural, prospective relief, restraining the government but not restoring the individual. The government, going forward, will not be able to legislate derivative citizenship on a gendered basis. However, this prospective equal treatment has no impact on Mr. Morales-Santana, whose citizenship opportunity has already passed as of the date of his birth. The leveling down remedy does not provide retrospective structural relief, nor could it, as that would require stripping citizenship from children of unwed mothers during the past period during the operation of the past gendered law. Prospectively stopping gender stereotypes from operating in the future to third parties may seem satisfactory to Justice Ginsburg, but it is not an individualized remedy adequately
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providing meaningful, tangible redress for the specific harms suffered by the individual plaintiff. At the end of the day, this particular plaintiff received nothing: no retrospective relief for the past discrimination and no prospective relief since he was not subject to the citizenship laws going forward.

III. Leveling Down as a Rare Exception

Approaching the question of leveling down from the view of remedies and constitutional rights, rather than statutory textualism, shows that the Court, in the leveling down cases, has been asking the wrong question, or at least an incomplete one. The judicial query has been skewed to one side—that of the discriminating actor. There is almost a reverential deference to the discriminator, even though the person or entity at this remedial stage is an adjudicated wrongdoer, proven to have engaged in discriminatory, unconstitutional action. Instead, the operative constitutional norms require a presumptive deference to the plaintiff, as discussed above in Section II. Only rarely should the presumption be overcome if there is an undue burden to the defendant based on governmental interests or equitable concerns.

Traditional judicial inquiries of constitutional scrutiny and equitable remedial balancing support the exceptionalism of leveling down. In both these analytical contexts, prioritizing defendants’ interests is the exception, rather than the rule; considerations about the defendants and their interests may overcome, but not determine, the general presumption, which is otherwise focused on rectifying the plaintiffs’ individualized harm. First, in standard equal protection analyses of strict or intermediate judicial scrutiny, fundamental rights cannot be overcome absent an important or significant governmental interest that is tailored to the government action. Applying this to the remedial context, the permissibility of leveling down would not merely be a question of the defendant’s intent, but whether that intent provides an important interest for the government to regulate in the manner of leveling down. Second, the defendant’s interests operate only as one subordinate factor in the conventional equitable balancing of hardships for injunctive relief. The injunctive remedial calculus relegates the defendant’s interest to overcoming the injunction only where the burden from the injunction itself

221 See supra Section II.
222 See Zeigler, Rights Require Remedies, supra note 175, at 727–28.
is disproportionality undue. Both constitutional scrutiny and equitable balancing inquiries factor in the defendant’s interests as a check on the remedy, but not as a dispositive consideration.

In addition, these analytical contexts of constitutional scrutiny and equitable balancing of injunctive relief prioritize a role for weighing many equitable concerns in addition to the defendant’s interests. The Court itself identified the role of equitable considerations in evaluating the propriety of leveling down in its decision in *Califano v. Westcott*—the sole case to reach a majority decision and directly engage with the issue of leveling up (or down) in the context of a gender inequality. These equitable considerations included the costs of extension and the potential hardship to these beneficiaries and “innocent recipients” from nullification. The Court in *Morales-Santana* erroneously omitted this key part of the precedential inquiry into equitable considerations, which would have made all the difference. In the derivative citizenship context, there was no equitable consideration of the defendant’s interest that justified a departure from the usual presumption of leveling up.

### A. Judicial Inquiries of Defendant’s Interests and Equitable Concerns

Analyzing the defendant’s interests in remedying constitutional harm comes through in several different ways in the existing doctrinal frameworks. Inquiries of scrutinizing governmental action, implying remedies, and equitable balancing all include some role for evaluating defendant’s equitable burdens and interests. These interests, however, generally factor in only as a check on the proposed relief, rather than serving as a determinant of the proper remedial course. In other words, the defendant’s interests can, on rare occasions, prevent equitable relief, but only where those interests are significant or unduly burdensome.

The first analytical context of considering defendant’s interests is seen in the heightened scrutiny given to governmental action infringing constitutional rights. Under the typical intermediate scrutiny analysis for gender discrimination, a governmental actor must show that the contested gender “classifications . . . serve important governmental objectives” and are “substantially related to achievement of those interests.” For strict scrutiny, implicated for a fundamental right, the government’s law must be narrowly tailored to compelling interests. Thus, in the context of choosing the ap-
Appropriate remedy for gender inequality, recognizing the plaintiff’s right to a meaningful, individualized remedy is not the end of the analysis. Even given this fundamental right to a remedy, the remedy, like all fundamental rights, may be denied or burdened if that nullification is necessary to a compelling state interest. Therefore, “[s]trict scrutiny analysis . . . provides a calculus through which courts can assess the denial of a remedy.” This heightened scrutiny would require inquiry into the important (or substantial) reasons why a court or defendant chose to level down, not just an inquiry into the intent.

Thinking of the remedial analysis through heightened scrutiny helps explain why the Court in *Palmer* did not blindly accept the defendant’s proffered excuse for closing down the segregated swimming pools. While the Court did not subject the remedy to a strict scrutiny analysis, it did perform some inquiry into the asserted reasons for closing the pools and whether those were race based. Recognizing the remedy as a fundamental right might raise this inquiry to the level of mandated scrutiny analysis, under which such racial animus would not be an important governmental reason justifying the action.

The Court was narrowly split: while the dissenters found evidence of “racialy motivated action,” the majority accepted explanations of financial costs as justifications for the city closing the segregated swimming pool. Had the *Morales-Santana* Court included this scrutiny of the defendant’s intent in its analysis of leveling down, the legislative history of intent to discriminate against Mexican and Asian people may have been relevant to whether the Court should adopt a remedy that perpetuated the general, ten-year rule designed for this discrimination.

The second analytical consideration of the defendant’s interests is factored into the remedial calculus in the *Bivens* context of implying remedies for constitutional harms. There, the issue is whether the plaintiff “is entitled to redress his injury through a particular remedial mechanism normally available in the federal courts,” or whether there are “special factors count-
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These special factors include “a number of economic and governmental concerns” of the defendant, including those related to the military, national security, sensitive functions of the executive branch, and fiscal policy. In many of the Bivens cases, these special factors have proven determinative in the choice of remedy, but only because the courts have also found that adequate alternative remedies exist for the individual plaintiff.

The third analytical context in which the defendant’s interests are typically evaluated for constitutional remedies is that of equitable balancing for injunctive relief. The standard test for assessing the appropriateness of injunctive relief is to evaluate (1) the threat of harm to the plaintiff, (2) the irreparable injury to the plaintiff, (3) any undue burden or hardship to the defendant from the injunction, and (4) interests of third party individuals or public policy more generally. The burden or hardship to the defendant outweighs the plaintiff’s interest in injunctive relief to restore her to her rightful position only where that hardship is undue or disproportionate to the value of a remedy to the plaintiff. Defendants’ interests are entered into the calculus only to see if there is an undue burden from the imposition of such relief. Undue burden is a high standard, requiring a showing of some significant harm to the defendant, not merely what the defendant desires. These relevant burdens might include economic waste, disproportionate costs, threat to the operation or shutdown of a business, or interference with the defendant’s constitutional rights.
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are not equally weighed at this juncture because the defendant is an adjudicated wrongdoer, less deserving of deference. The Supreme Court has repeatedly rejected attempts to truncate this equitable balance by adopting presumptions or remedial rules that alter this inquiry in favor of one side. Equity thus structures the defendant’s concerns as the exception, a countervailing check on potential unfairness imposed by a court imposing corrective justice.

This remedial calculus of the equitable balance seemed to guide the Supreme Court in its consideration of leveling down in Califano v. Westcott. It highlighted the importance of the extension of benefits to redress the irreparable injury to the plaintiffs from the inequality, and then noted additional equitable concerns of impact on third parties, including harm to children being denied welfare and potential costs of implementation. Those interests of the public and third parties, weighed together with the irreparable harm to the plaintiffs, supported the usual presumption of leveling up.

The analytical inclusion of equitable concerns is also seen in the tax cases considering the question of prospective leveling down and the right to a meaningful remedy. In these cases, equitable concerns of the defendant are of limited, rather than priority, value. The Supreme Court noted,

“Our decision . . . in McKesson . . . makes clear that once a State’s . . . statute is held invalid . . . the State is obligated to provide relief consistent with federal due process principles. When the State comes under such a constitutional obligation, McKesson establishes that equitable considerations play only the most limited role in delineating the scope of that relief.”

In McKesson, the Court found that neither of the two equitable considerations cited, money and uniformity, were “sufficient [grounds] to override the constitutional requirement that Florida provide retrospective relief.”

The Supreme Court also relied on equitable balancing to determine the appropriate remedy in another gender inequality case, City of Los Angeles.
Department of Water and Power v. Manhart. 252 In Manhart, the City of Los Angeles charged women employees about fifteen percent more for their pension benefit because women, on average, lived longer than men and thus potentially received larger pensions. 253 The Court struck down the sex-based classification in monthly pension contributions under Title VII. 254 The women plaintiffs sought restitution of the return of the past overpayments. 255 In determining remedies, the Court previously noted that in Title VII cases, the strong presumption is that “[t]he injured party is to be placed, as near as may be, in the situation he would have occupied if the wrong had not been committed.” 256 Retroactive relief should be denied only “for reasons which, if applied generally, would not frustrate the central statutory purposes of eradicating discrimination throughout the economy and making persons whole for injuries suffered through past discrimination.” 257 Accordingly, the Court had awarded such retrospective relief of returned payments in a prior case where men had challenged a state retirement plan that allowed women to retire five years earlier. 258 The Manhart Court, however, departed from this usual remedial presumption. It held that the “presumption in favor of retroactive liability can seldom be overcome, but it does not make meaningless the district courts’ duty to determine that such relief is appropriate.” 259 To determine the appropriate remedy, the Court evaluated the equitable concerns of imposing such retrospective relief and weighed them against the presumption of meaningful relief. These concerns included the cost to the governmental defendant and its ability to satisfy pension obligations, the potential harm to other pension beneficiaries, and the broader public impact on the economy of “drastic” changes in existing insurance structures. 260 Given these special circumstances, the Court found that the usual presumption of retroactive relief was overcome, and denied the restitution. 261

Thus, in all of these contexts—heightened scrutiny, implied remedies, and equitable balancing—defendant’s interests and concerns are evaluated, but not as the primary determinant of remedial choice. Instead, they provide
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a check on the imposition of equitable relief to avoid inequity caused by the judicial remedy itself. As such, they appropriately fit into a remedial calculus that considers them subordinate to the rule of presumptive meaningful relief for the plaintiff.

B. Equitable Interests Relevant to Leveling Down

In these remedial contexts, there are several specific equitable concerns that emerge as relevant to overcoming the presumption of full retrospective relief like leveling up. These include costs and economic burdens, harms to third parties, and military or national security interests. They do not always merit overcoming the usual remedial presumption, but are the types of concerns that might.

Cost or economic impact is a key factor taken into account. In *Califano v. Westcott*, the Supreme Court noted that “cost might prove a dispositive factor” in choosing whether to level up in a gender inequality case. In *Westcott*, there were undeniably potential costs from extending the unemployment benefits to families of unemployed mothers rather than confining the payments to families with unemployed fathers as primary breadwinners. Despite this potential, however, the Court held that cost considerations were not “controlling” in the case. “This Court,” it declared “is ill-equipped both to estimate the relative costs of various types of coverage, and to gauge the effect that different levels of expenditures would have upon the alleviation of human suffering.”

In other contexts, costs have been dispositive in overcoming leveling up. In *Heckler v. Mathews*, Congress acted to remedy an unconstitutional gender distinction in the Social Security law by leveling down to reduce spousal payments for all workers. This was primarily a function of cost, as extending the dual benefit to all workers would have been significant. In a footnote in *Morales-Santana*, Justice Ginsburg similarly noted how costs drove prior decisions of the courts in striking down women-protective employment practices, such as maximum hours and minimum wage laws under Title VII. “Most courts,” she said, invalidated such provisions by “taking into account the economic burdens extension would impose on employers,” and thus did not extend the benefits to all workers due to the financial bur-
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den on the private employer from paying all workers more or reducing workers hours for all.268

Harms to third parties are also relevant to the question of choosing an appropriate equitable remedy. In Westcott, the potential harms to “300,000 needy children” by denying families unemployment benefits were a key factor in choosing the presumptive remedy of leveling up. Leveling down there “would [have] impose[d] hardship on beneficiaries whom Congress plainly meant to protect.”269 In Manhart, the potential harm to other retirees in the pension was a determinative factor in denying retroactive relief.270 Additionally, the absence of similar harm in Heckler, where Congress eliminated a double recovery but preserved the regular worker benefit, may have influenced the Court in upholding the legislative choice to level down.271

Finally, broader national policy concerns might enter the equitable calculus in choosing the appropriate remedy. In Manhart, the potential “drastic” impact on altering the entire national insurance industry was taken into consideration.272 In the Supreme Court’s leading preliminary injunction case, Winter, the Court considered the negative impact on national security from a remedy restricting military training operations and found it sufficient to deny the plaintiff’s request relief.273 Also, in Westcott, the dissent noted that concern about “other hardships [that] might be occasioned in the allocating of limited funds” by mandating Congress’ use of funds for this particular benefit program rather than other uses was another reason to level down.274

Applying these equitable concerns to Morales-Santana does not support the leveling down remedy the Court chose. First, there were no obvious problematic financial or administrative costs with leveling up. The main effect of extending the benefit would have been to allow more individuals to claim citizenship from the past. There was no stated harm to national security that would have been negatively impacted by extending the citizenship rule to children of unwed fathers in the past. Nor was there any fiscal or economic impact from extending the citizenship rule, and thus no effect on the government coffers. Second, harms to children from the nullification remedy were indeed significant from the denial of citizenship status to children previously born to unwed citizen fathers, as well as to children born to unwed citizen mothers or fathers in the future. This kind of harm to children alone was sufficient in Westcott to justify leveling up.275 Other third parties were also negatively impacted here by leveling down, namely unwed
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mothers with children born abroad who will no longer be able to confer citizenship status as they previously did.276 Such harms to children and U.S. women are significant and would likely tip the balance away from leveling down.

The one potential concern the Court in *Morales-Santana* identified with leveling up was that it would create a distinction between married and unmarried parents that might result in reverse illegitimacy discrimination.277 It is not the case, however, that such a distinction would be automatically invalid under current law. Some legitimacy discrimination survives constitutional scrutiny, as illustrated by cases treating unmarried fathers differently for purposes of parentage and adoption.278 Especially where there might be some important reason for the distinction, such as the need for single parents to pass on their citizenship in order to prevent their children from being stateless, such judicial scrutiny might be satisfied.279 Moreover, existing family law commonly distinguishes rights on the basis of marital status: “Family law places marriage at the very foundation of legal regulation. Indeed, the most fundamental divide in family law is between married and unmarried couples, and this schism carries over to how the law addresses nonmarital
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children.”

Indeed, even legal institutions like the courts, which are meant to oversee the family, are often structurally “designed for married families that have been formally recognized by the state.”

Accordingly, state judicial processes and jurisdiction may be segregated based on marital status, with married parents proceeding through domestic relations court attendant with certain procedural and substantive rights, while unmarried parents proceed through juvenile or probate court with less expertise and supportive processes. Thus, a citizenship remedy in *Morales-Santana* that would have led to a temporary distinction between married and unmarried parents (until Congress legislated again), would not necessarily have been constitutionally problematic and would in fact have been consistent with current domestic relations law. While some scholars argue that such marital distinctions in family law should change,

these changes in statutory law generally come from the legislature, which, as Ginsburg notes, is the proper entity to ultimately remedy the citizenship distinction of federal law.

**CONCLUSION**

The fundamental problem with the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence of equal protection remedies has been a blind acceptance of leveling down. Its assumption that leveling down is just as valid as the alternative of leveling up is not supported by existing jurisprudence. Instead, commands of constitutional scrutiny inherent in equal protection, due process, and judicial equity all support a strong presumption in favor of leveling up. Leveling down should only be available in very rare cases, which the Court has seemingly recognized. The Court’s expansion of leveling down in *Morales-Santana* cannot continue to be the equal protection norm. Asking the additional question about meaningful relief for inequality, as this Article does, moves the courts away from a formalistic parallelism and into a substantive inquiry that provides a way to analyze and challenge the precedent that now lies there like an open wound. The potential negative impact of the Court’s remedial decision in *Morales-Santana* cannot be overstated. Leveling down is a “dark cloud” deterring individuals from bringing equality claims and threatening equal protection’s normative value. “[L]itigants faced with the possibility of such an outcome must either risk injuring others by challenging the ine-
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quality, or forego litigation and endure what they believe is an unconstituti-
onal deprivation of rights.”

There is now current, modern precedent solidifying the dangers of equal protection challenges—the denial of benefit to all. This is the fear all lawyers have in bringing equal protection challenges: that they will win the battle but lose the war. Now there is confirmation of that fear and citable precedent for denial. There is now a new decision, with votes of both liberal and conservative Justices, providing a roadmap for future courts to deny the “extension” remedy and instead order the “withdrawal” of benefit in cases of gender discrimination. In the time since the decision in *Morales-Santana*, courts have already seen the case used as an invitation to leveling down remedies, though so far courts have resisted those requests.

Still, such a case does not leave a promising legacy for gender equality jurisprudence, but instead takes one giant constitutional step backwards.
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